Abstract
The subdomain of microfluidics where fluid volumes are handled by manipulating discrete, individual droplets 30 by means of an external field or actuation is termed 'digital microfluidics'. The advantage of digital microfluidics, 31 in contrast to traditional continuous microfluidics, lies in the considerable reduction in the volume of analyte used.
32
Moreover, difficulties in handling toxic material and cross-contamination in microchannels are also mitigated. Saturation magnetization 65 mT considered in that work. The literature, therefore, lacks in a comprehensive understanding of the different 77 regimes of droplet generation and its interdependence with the applied magnetic field.
33

78
Digital microfluidics obviously has advantages of flexibility and precise control, but the robustness of channel-
79
based microfluidics is unmatched. In the present work, an attempt has been made to bridge the two apparently 80 contrasting aspects of robust droplet generation and precise control of dynamics inside a T-junction microchannel.
81
Although ferrofluid droplet generation has been studied both experimentally [35] [36] [37] [38] and numerically [39] in other 82 droplet generating geometries such as flow-focusing, such an investigation was lacking in a T-junction geometry.
83
A numerical investigation of ferrofluid droplet generation in a surfacted medium in a T-junction microchannel in such a configuration has been previously studied [40] experimentally, and it was reported that the magnetic 87 force played a key role in the evolution of a droplet, important aspects like dripping-jetting transition could 88 not be analysed. This transition is of particular importance in a digital microfluidic platform because it sets 89 the limit for the maximum droplet volume that can be generated, which in turn governs the operating range of 90 the devices. In this context, Tan et al. [40] have indicated there that a complex three dimensional numerical 91 simulation with coupled fields is needed to gain insight into the droplet formation phenomenon in the presence of 
Problem Description
98
The computational geometry (Fig. 2) used in the present study is similar to the one used by Sivasamy et al.
99
[34] in their experiments and simulations. A microfluidic channel of rectangular cross-section having length, active. Due to considerable distance between the magnet and the microfluidic channel, the magnet was modelled 117 as a point dipole.
118
The dispersed phase entered through the side channel along the negative y-direction at a constant flow rate 119 of 50µL/hr, while the velocity of the continuous phase (along the positive x-axis) was governed by the capillary 120 number, Ca. Plug velocity profiles were prescribed at both the inlets. The microchannel exit was modelled as a 121 pressure outlet condition at atmospheric pressure. This mimics a typical microfluidic device where the channel
122
terminates into a microfluidic well. No-slip boundary condition was specified at the channel walls. 
Governing Equations
124
Both the dispersed (ferrofluid) and the continuous (surfacted liquid) phases were assumed to be incompressible,
125
Newtonian in the present work, with the flow being isothermal, laminar. 
133
The conservation equations for mass and momentum are expressed as
and
respectively. For a two-phase system, the volume fraction of a cell, f , signifies the fraction of the total volume of fraction, f , is solved in the VOF method, which can be written as
Quantities ρ and µ used in the above equations are the volume averaged density and viscosity, which are expressed 
The curvature of the interface, κ, is given by
wheren is the unit normal vector given by 
The magnetization, M , induced in a magnetic particle placed in a magnetic field, H, can be written as
where the magnetic susceptibilty, χ, is a function of H. From Maxwell's equations, in the absence of free electric 157 currents (since the medium is nonmagnetic), it can be stated that [53]
158
∇ × H = 0 (11)
A magnetic particle in a nonmagnetic medium in the presence of a non-uniform magnetic field experiences a 159 volumetric body force, termed as Kelvin Body Force (KBF), which can be expressed as [53] 160
Using Eqns. 10, 11, and 12, the final expression of F m turns out to be
The variation of χ with H was determined experimentally [54] , and a sixth order polynomial fit was used
162
to approximate the nature of the variation. It is to be noted that in the present work, the 'non-inductive step size used was 10 −4 s, and the details of the computational mesh used is presented in Table 2 . This optimum 176 mesh was chosen after a rigorous grid independence study. This optimum mesh was chosen after a rigorous grid A further quantitative validation of our numerical model was attempted against the work of Soh et al. [56] .
191
The geometry chosen for this purpose was identical to the one used by Soh et al.
[56] (Fig. 4(a) ), while the (Fig. 8(a) ) and downstream ( Fig. 8(b) ) placements of the dipole. For both positions of the dipole, Fig. 9(a) ) and Ca = 0.04 ( Fig. 9(b) ). Since the magnetic force at m = 26 × 10 −6 A.m 2 . As Ca is increased, the continuous phase velocity increases, which increases the shear 288 stress on the dispersed phase. Hence, the droplet tends to be detached much quicker, but an attractive magnetic 289 force opposes it. However, this also means that a larger dipole strength would be required to tip the system past 
295
This delayed detachment can be attributed to the fact that a downstream dipole is not able to slow down the 
Effect of capillary number
310
The effect of changing Ca from 0.025 to 0.04 on the p d − p c curve is shown in Fig. 10 for both upstream ( Fig.   311 10(a)) and downstream ( Fig. 10(b) ) placement of the magnetic dipole, and at three different dipole strengths. 
Droplet characteristics
323
An important characteristic of any digital microfluidic system is the frequency at which droplets are generated. velocity. This is also evident in Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b) . The droplet size for Ca = 0.04 is evidently smaller 332 than that of Ca = 0.025, and the former also blocks less of the channel area than the latter. To quantitatively 333 characterize the droplet sizes, two linear dimensions h and b are introduced, as shown in Fig. 12(c) . The 334 variation of h and b with Ca and m is shown in Table 3 . It is evident from Table 3 that 
337
This is due to the fact that the magnetic forces resulting from these dipole strengths are not sufficient to alter is explained as follows using droplet volume. Moreover, droplet volumes are a good indicator of the throughput 349 of a digital microfluidic system. A new parameter, V e is introduced, which is defined as:
where V is the volume of the droplet for a particular Ca and m value and a particular dipole position, and V 0 is 351 the droplet volume for the nonmagnetic case at that corresponding Ca. The variation of V e with Ca and m is 352 also shown in Table 3 . High V e values observed at higher dipole strengths can be attributed to the higher droplet 
